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This paper presents an approach for calculating the time-variant reliability of floating structures under corrosion deteri-
oration. Based on in situ corrosion measurement data in the South China Sea, a corrosion prediction model is established.
Ultimate strength under discrete stochastic extreme load events for the large floating structures is chosen as the time-
dependent limit state. An effective method for time-variant reliability assessment subjected to corrosion deterioration is
established based on conditional probability theory. The estimation of instantaneous failure probability for a typical float-
ing structure is calculated by the first-order reliability method. Results show that severe corrosion deterioration degrades
ultimate strength and reduces time-variant reliability over time.

INTRODUCTION

Time-variant reliability attracts attention from industry when it
comes with corrosion and fatigue in offshore floating structures.
With the long-term serviceability of large floating structures, gen-
eral corrosion may occur in stiffened plates and cause degradation
of longitudinal or local strength. Therefore, reliability assessment
of floating structures with corrosion deterioration is essential dur-
ing the long-term serviceability. The progressive strength degra-
dation has a detrimental impact on long-term safety and reliability
of floating marine structures (Abbas and Shafiee, 2020). Some lit-
erature identifies corrosion as one of main failure modes, which
can cause loss of reliability (Guo et al., 2008), especially for very
large floating structures (VLFS), which consist of several mod-
ules, located far away from harbors. Because of the distances and
sea environment involved, VLFS cannot be maintained on sched-
ule, and the corrosion degradation needs to be considered in eval-
uating their service lifetime.

In general, corrosion can have several subcategories: general,
pitting, crevice, and galvanic. General and pitting corrosion com-
monly occur in marine structures. The corrosion rate measurement
is used as a method to calculate corrosion depth when the corro-
sion is uniform. The corrosion mainly leads to thickness reduction
of plates and results in reduction of the hull girder section mod-
ulus of floating structures (Guedes Soares and Garbatov, 1999).

Guo et al. (2008) studied time-varying ultimate strength con-
sidering corrosion-related thinning and considered three levels of
corrosion severity to evaluate the degradation of the cross-section
module. Han et al. (2019) applied the cell automation method to
study time-variant reliability analysis of steel plates considering
pitting and general corrosion. Moan and Ayala-Uraga (2008) also
studied the combination of fatigue crack growth and corrosion
and proposed a reliability assessment model. Dong and Frangopol
(2015) conducted some research on the life-cycle inspection and
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maintenance considering corrosion and fatigue based on a risk
assessment methodology.

This paper focuses on the corrosion deterioration of large
floating structures in the South China Sea (SCS) and addresses
the challenge of time-variant reliability assessment in the whole
service life considering ultimate bearing capacity degradation.
Section 2 provides results from the in situ corrosion monitor and
presents predictive analyses for the corrosion. Based on statistical
analysis and corrosion models from previous research papers, a
corrosion prediction model is proposed, and the annual corrosion
rate is determined. Section 3 provides calculation methods for the
loads and time-varying ultimate strength. The ultimate strength
degradation effect as a result of corrosion is considered via nonlin-
ear finite element methods. Section 4 proposes a method to deter-
mine the limit state function and assess time-variant reliability.
A time-dependent limit state function is established by the load
and resistance. Large tourism floating structures were selected as
a case study for time-variant reliability analysis. The time-variant
reliability is calculated for the entire serviceability of the large
floating structure.

IN SITU CORROSION MONITOR AND DATA
ANALYSIS

The atmospheric environment in SCS has the characteristics of
high seawater temperature, high humidity, and high salinity level.
To measure the corrosion rate of steels in the harsh environment,
a two-year in situ experiment was conducted to collect corrosion
data in the atmospheric zone, splash zone, water level zone, and
underwater zone. Figure 1 shows the in situ test pieces in the
atmospheric zone. Q345 steel pieces were chosen as test pieces.
The test pieces were collected, and the corrosion depth was mea-
sured every six months. Therefore, the cumulative corrosion depth
could be calculated in a total of two years.

Corrosion prediction models have been progressively devel-
oped, from a linear model to a bilinear model to a nonlinear
model. The nonlinear model includes the Melchers–Southwell
nonlinear model (Melchers, 1999), the Yamamoto–Ikegami non-
linear model (Yamamoto and Ikegami, 1998), the Paik nonlinear
model (Paik et al., 2004), the Guedes Soares and Garbatov (1999)
nonlinear model, and the Qin and Cui (2003) nonlinear model.
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